
Fundamentals

Long Idea: Price Target = $29

Market Cap / Price: $30bn / $23

52 Wk Low / High: $9.91 / $25.80 

Beta / Yield: 1.96 / 0%

Geo%: 48% US, 52% International 

Guidance:

2009 Revenue: $7.95bn to $8.05bn (ex Skype) vs Street at $8.6bn

2009 EPS: $1.41 to $1.43 (ex Skype) vs Street at $1.54

Skype comprises 8% of total eBay revenue. 

Technicals

Drivers / Catalysts: 

Spin off of Skype (selling a 65% stake to Silver Lake for 

$1.9bn - closes in Q4 09). If Skype goes public, then eBay 

will monetize this through their 35% holding. 

Turnaround story – details could be released at 

December analyst event. 

Internet traffic growth (especially overseas).

Torrid PayPal growth and acceptance (PayPal revenue 

will double over the next 2 years. PayPal generated $2.4bn 

in 2008). 

Monetization/integration of acquisitions (Gmarket)

Potential increase in auction activity due more price 

conscious consumers in a recessionary environment.

Financials: 

Revenue Breakdown: Fixed price 47% of gross market 

value, auctions 36%, and auto 17%.

Balance Sheet: $2.6bn cash/equivalents. No debt.

Gmarket: purchsed by eBay in June of 2009 for $1.2bn 

cash. Gmarket is a Korea based online auction company. 

The acquisition will help eBay’s footprint to expand in Asia. 

Last Update: 11/19/09

Management: 

CEO: John Donahoe.

CEO since March of 2008. With eBay since 2005

Previously employed by Bain & Co. 

Street thinks Donahoe might be more competent than 

Met Whitman – but Donahoe is untested.

CFO: Robert Swan

CFO since 2006. Previously CFO of EDS & Webvan

Bottom Line: Support around 

$22. Potential 50 day moving 

average resistance around $24. 

Position Strategy: Scale ahead 

of the investor event in 

December. This could be a 

turnaround catalyst. Consider 

trimming position should the 

catalyst prove to be a non-event. 

Risk/Reward:

Upside:      = $29

Downside: = $22

(See Technicals)

Competition: 

Online: no credible online auction competitor: GOOG, 

AMZN, Craigslist | Offline: auction companies | PayPal: 

American Express recently announced the acquisition of 

Revolutionary Money for $300 million

Risks (to the long thesis): 

Slowing growth and declining ASPs 

Should a credible competitor emerge (ie GOOG/AMZN)

Consumer spending slowdown

Potential fee listing cuts | Piracy/fraud/phishing scams

Dilutive acuisitions (i.e., a potential purchase of the 

remaining 20% of Mercado Libre)

Should the US dollar strengthen 

Mature sector? Any organic auction based growth 

opportunities remaining?  Internet value trap? 

Bottom Line: eBay Inc. (ticker: EBAY) is by far the largest online marketplace with monopolistic pricing power, a material first 

mover advantage and a trustworthy electronic ecosystem. Management has made questionable business decisions over the past 

few years (i.e., buying Skype or exiting the Japan marketplace). Management seems to finally be addressing these issues. EBay 

is selling 65% of Skype to Silver Lake for $1.9bn. EBay can monetize the other 35% should Skype go public. This is a turnaround 

story with a December 2009 catalyst; in early December we expect management to articulate the turnaround strategy at their 

investor event. Given questionable strategic decisions and slowing organic growth, sentiment on eBay has been negative, which 

makes a solid contrarian long position. 

Valuation

Bottom Line:  EBay trades at a significant discount to its internet peer group. While this discount is justified given very low 

organic growth, a premium multiple to the S&P 500 is appropriate given the fact that eBay is a turnaround story. EBay is 

spinning off Skype and should provide more details on the turnaround story at its December 2009 investor event. EBay 

currently trades at only 14x 2010 EPS. We see 25% upside to a target price of $29 (17x EPS). 

$US bn 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 $US 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Revenue 0.4 0.7 1.2 2.2 3.3 4.6 6.0 7.7 8.5 EPS 0.05 0.12 0.22 0.38 0.61 0.86 1.05 1.53 1.71

C2009 P/E: EBAY=15x  vs S&P=20x

C2010 P/E: EBAY=14x  vs S&P=16x

2009 EPS Growth: EBAY=-10% vs S&P=N/A%

2010 EPS Growth: EBAY=+5% vs S&P=27%

http://www.ebay.com/

